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Abstract*

In this era of Deep Sub-Micron (DSM) technologies, the impact
interconnects is becoming increasingly important as it relates
integrated circuit (IC) functionality and performance. In the
traditional top-down IC design flow, interconnect effects are firs
taken into account during logic synthesis by way of wireloa
models. However, for technologies of 0.25µm and below, the
wiring capacitance dominates the gate capacitance and the de
estimation based on fanout and design legacy statistics can
highly inaccurate. In addition, logic block size is no longe
dictated solely by total cell area, and is often limited by wirin
area resources. For these reasons, wiring congestion is
extremely important design factor, and should be taken in
consideration at the earliest possible stages of the design flow.
this paper we propose a novel methodology to incorpora
congestion minimization within logic synthesis, and present resu
for industrial circuits that validate our approach.

1  Introduction
In DSM technologies interconnects play a crucial role in th

overall performance of VLSI systems. For technologies of 0.25µm
and below, interconnect capacitance becomes dominant with
spect to gate capacitance, thus rapidly increasing the interconn
induced delay (as a percentage of the overall path delay). Theref
the impact of interconnects on performances has to be carefu
evaluated in order to satisfy the design constraints during all pha
of the traditional ASIC top-down design flow, which broadly
speaking consists of: logic synthesis and physical design (pla
ment and routing). Constraints on timing are defined together w
the logic description of the circuit and must be considered during
stages of the top-down flow to ensure timing closure.

For DSM technologies, a significant portion of the critical pat
delay is directly associated with interconnects [1]. Therefore, in o
der to meet performance constraints after layout, interconnect
fects must be considered both in logic synthesis and physical
sign. The interconnect models used in timing-driven layout too
were essentially based on fanout loading and predefined net con
urations. However, a fanout based model for delay estimation c
be highly inaccurate for modeling the actual interconnect delay p
or to layout, since by not considering the actual topology of th
wires, it cannot accurately predict the distributed RC effects. In
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performance-driven methodology, optimization based on wirelo
models often yields results which are significantly different from
the actual post-layout values. As a consequence, many iterati
between logic synthesis and physical design are usually neces
to achieve the timing closure. Unfortunately, this iterative proce
does not have any guarantee of convergence, and signific
changes to the high-level description of the circuit may be nece
sary, thus introducing a critical bottleneck in achieving time-to
market targets.

A second, and related top-down design flow problem that is cr
ated by DSM interconnects is area estimation. Typically, optimiz
tion is targeted towards the total cell area for a semi-custom desi
and the interconnection area is not considered. However, since
DSM wirelength trends do not scale with feature sizes, it is no lon
er practical to assume that cell area minimization will also min
mize the overall size of the logic block. As a result, although the t
tal gate area of the synthesized netlist can be quite small, it may
fit into the assigned die or block area once it is fully routed.

In physical design, the required routing resources are captu
in terms of the routing congestion. During physical design an
routing in particular, nets are routed one-by-one in an attempt
bypass thecongestedregions. This can often result in long wiring
detours and increased overall net wirelength and delay. Placem
and routing can sometimes fix, or avoid, potential congestion pro
lems. However, typically attempting to solve such problems at t
physical design stage is too late.

Ideally, area minimization which includes the impact of wiring
via congestion models would occur during logic synthesis; howe
er, there is generally very little or no physical information availab
at the synthesis stage of the design flow. For this reason, comm
cial approaches from EDA vendors have attempted to combine lo
ic synthesis and placement in an iterative procedure, or apply
synthesis during physical design. While these approaches can
effective, they do not completely address the impact of early sy
thesis decisions on the overall design wireability.

During the technology independent phase of synthesis, t
Boolean equations representing the logic network are subject
logic optimization for minimizing the number of literals, which
have been shown to correlate well with total cell area [2][3]. Unr
strained factorization based on kernel extraction yields gates w
a high fanout count, which in turn can increase the overall wire m
andering, thus augmenting the path delays and the total block a
In fact, a gate of small size shared between several functions m
increase the wiring area to an extent that far exceeds the area sa
by not duplicating the gate functionality. In contrast, uncontrolle
minimization for the gate area during the technology depende
phase of synthesis, produces gates with a high number of fan
that also can potentially require more routing resources and wiri
area. It is apparent that without some understanding of the imp
of the necessary wiring resources, it is difficult to say anythin
about the true optimality of the synthesis for modern wiring limite
technologies.

It is important to stress, however, that simply focusing on co
gestion minimization during the synthesis technology depende
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step would also yield very sub-optimal solutions in terms of both
cell area and delay. When the cell area becomes very large, the
congestion will also ultimately become poor and the circuit will not
be routable within the assigned die area constraints and metal lay-
ers.A priori estimation at the synthesis level of the efforts on con-
gestion minimization, along with the traditional synthesis optimi-
zation objectives such as area and/or delay, is a very difficult prob-
lem, since not only does congestion depend on the structure of the
gate level netlist, but it also depends on the amount of routing re-
sources available (i.e., the die area and the number of metal layers).

Therefore, we focus on first addressing the problem of conges-
tion minimization in logic synthesis during technology mapping. It
is only at this stage that it is possible to exploit placement informa-
tion to capture the connectivity of the technology independent rep-
resentation of the circuit consisting of base functions, and then ex-
plore the trade-offs between area (and/or delay) and congestion
minimization when a fixed amount of routing resources are avail-
able. The objective of our methodology is to synthesize structurally
routable netlists which satisfy the constraints on total block area
and metal layers, and meet the other performance constraints such
as timing.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, previous work
on the limitations of the wireload model in layout-driven synthesis
is overviewed, along with other motivation for this work. In Sec-
tion 3, our approach for congestion-aware technology mapping is
presented, followed by Section 4 results showing its effectiveness.
In Section 5 we propose a methodology for congestion minimiza-
tion during technology mapping. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
our conclusions.

2  Previous Work and Motivation

2.1  Wireload Models
In [4], Sylvester and Keutzer forecasted that for block sizes

within 50k gates, the typical DSM interconnect effects were not
going to dominate performance, even for feature size scaling well
into the nano technologies. According to their results [4], the tradi-
tional design flow could be still used for blocks of 50k gate size
with a sufficient cell sizing capability. A major limitation of this re-
sult lies in the cost of overdesigning caused by a pessimistic in-
crease of the cell driving strengths, which might be unacceptable,
since power is rapidly becoming one of the most important con-
straints in a variety of modern SoC and wireless applications.

In contrast, in [5] Hojat and Villarrubia demonstrated that for
the synthesis of a block of full custom logic without large driving
capabilities, even at 20k gate block size, the interconnect effects
can be significant, and the wireload models ineffective. In [6], Pi-
leggi further speculated that in a hierarchical block-based design
style, the number of blocks and the amount of global interconnect,
i.e., the inter-block wires, necessary to connect these blocks, is
bound to increase as DSM technologies advance. Consequently,
the global wirelength distribution spread will also increase, and de-
lay budgeting techniques across the design hierarchy will become
more difficult. More recently, Gopalakrishnan et al. [7] confirmed
that the inherent wireload model inaccuracy can have a strong im-
pact on predicting the lengths and delays of local nets in industrial
designs. For this reason the problem of predicting the impact of in-
terconnect on delay and area prior to physical design remains an
unsolved problem.

2.2  Previous Work
Significant progress, both in academia and industry, has been

made to provide logic synthesis with physical information in order
to overcome the limitations of the wireload model. In [9], Pedram
and Bhat integrated technology mapping with a companion place-

ment to include wiring contribution in area and delay minimiza
tion. In the work presented in [10], technology mapping was pe
formed concurrently with linear placement to generate trade-o
curves for area (and/or delay) minimization.

Various commercial tools iteratively integrate synthesis an
layout to avoid the dependency on a wireload or similar statistic
approximation. Since these commercial tools must route the lo
blocks, in general they attempt to address the impact of interco
nect on both the delayand the block area. There have been othe
research results that describe attempts at modeling routability
the synthesis technology independent phase, during logic extr
tion, either by using topological information such as the fano
range [16], or a companion placement of the logic network nod
[15]. However, placement of the logic nodes (which represent t
Boolean equations) does not correlate well with the physical plac
ment of a structural gate level netlist, and congestion is curren
considered only during physical design, either at the global plac
ment level or during incremental placement updates within resy
thesis procedures [17][18][19].

2.3  Getting to the Problem Earlier in the Flow
In the traditional design flow, integration between logic synthe

sis and physical design is quite difficult, since no layout informa
tion is available. However, it is well known that the changes whic
can be performed by layout tools are limited, and might not be ab
to solve hard routability and/or timing problems without introduc
ing more routing resources, and consequently increasing the t
logic block area.

Decisions regarding the structure of the gate level netlist a
how it is mapped from a technology independent (consisting
base functions like two-input NANDs and inverters) to technolog
dependent netlist can impact the global wirelength and congesti
Consider the unbound netlist shown in Figure 1, where two pos

ble mappings on the CORELIB8DHS 2.0, a proprietary library i
0.18µm technology of STMicroelectronics, Inc., are shown. Th
first solution represents the minimum area mapping and consists
one three-input NAND, one AOI21, and two inverters, for a tota
cell area of 53.248µm2.

Suppose that Figure 1 represents a subregion extracted fro
layout image of the uncommitted netlist initial placement, such th
each gate depicted in the picture reflects its relative geometrical
cation on layout. A different mapping can be obtained consideri
not only the minimum cell area, but also trying to place the fan

1. Minimum area mapping

2. Congestion minimization mapping

Figure 1. Minimum area vs. congestion mapping
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gates near their fanout. The second solution shown in Figure 1 in-
cludes a couple of two-input OR cells, a couple of two-input
NANDs, and one inverter, for a total cell area of 65.536µm2. As
shown in the picture, the minimum area netlist has a longer global
wirelength, since the fanin gates are placed far apart from their
fanout. On the other hand, the second mapped netlist has a larger
cell area, but the fanin gates are placed near their fanout, thus re-
ducing the wirelength and congestion, and potentially improving
routability.

This example introduces the trade-offs that must be considered
when logic synthesis is extended in order to include congestion
among the optimization objectives. Attempting to minimize con-
gestion concurrently with cell area (and/or delay) yields a sub-op-
timal solution in terms of cell area (and/or delay), but the netlist ob-
tained can potentially reduce the wirelength. This improvement
can be significant enough that the total block area is decreased due
to the reduction in routing resources.

Furthermore, traditional synthesis does not address routability.
For an actual example, consider one of the circuits taken from the
International Workshop on Logic Synthesis 1993 (IWLS93)
benchmark suite. The benchmark chosen here is called
TOO_LARGE, and consists of 27,977 base gates (two-input NANDs
and inverters). The Register-Transfer-Level (RTL) description of
the circuit was synthesized by the logic synthesis tool SIS [8] and
then mapped onto the CORELIB8DHS 2.0. A technology indepen-
dent representation of the logic network was also generated using
SIS. This technology independent netlist was mapped for mini-
mum area using the technology mapping algorithm DAGON [11].
Both the mapped gate level netlists (obtained with SIS and
DAGON) were placed and routed using the same floorplan con-
straints, with an identical die size of 153915µm2 and three metal
layers, and theplace&routetool Silicon EnsembleTM, by Cadence
Design Systems, Inc.. The results are reported in Table 1.

Obviously, SIS yields the best result in terms of area minimiza-
tion because it can apply synthesis technology independent optimi-
zation techniques directly to the RTL description of the circuit. On
the other hand, DAGON which is a technology mapping program,
is limited by the initial structure of the technology independent
netlist. As shown in Table 1, even though the netlist obtained with
SIS has less area utilization (and consequently more routing re-
sources available) with respect to the netlist obtained with
DAGON, it is unroutable. In contrast, the netlist mapped with
DAGON can be routed successfully in the same block area, even
though it has a higher cell utilization of that area. This example
demonstrates that excessive efforts in area minimization during
logic synthesis can result in higher congestion, hence larger block
area.

3  Our Approach: Congestion-Aware
Technology Mapping

The objective of logic synthesis is to produce a circuit which
implements a set of logic equations, occupies minimum Si area,
and satisfies performance constraints such as timing and power
consumption. Due to the size of industrial circuits and the com-
plexity of the optimization problems, modern logic synthesis sys-
tems divide this task into two phases: technology independent op-
timization and technology mapping. The first phase is based on

logic transformations applied to the Boolean equations describ
the logic network, and the objective is to find a representation w
the minimum number of literals in the factored form [3].

The technology dependent phase, also called technology m
ping, is the task of transforming a technology independent log
network of base functions, into a technology dependent gate le
netlist, i.e., an interconnections of components which are cell
stances of a given library, such that the area of the final impleme
tation is minimized and timing constraints are satisfied.

A common approach to technology mapping replaces subn
works of the original technology independent network with in
stances of the cell library, minimizing cell area (and/or delay). A
efficient solution to the technology mapping problem was pro
posed by Keutzer and implemented in DAGON [11] and MIS [12
The main idea is to reduce technology mapping to DAG coverin
Since the DAG covering problem was shown to be NP-comple
it was approximated by a sequence of tree coverings, which can
solved optimally using dynamic programming. Since the work o
Keutzer, technology mapping is usually divided into three separ
ed phases: DAG partitioning, matching, and covering. In the fir
phase, the network DAG is partitioned into a forest of trees. Su
sequently, for each tree, a matching algorithm identifies all pos
ble matches, corresponding to instances of a cell library, for ea
subnetwork. Finally, during the covering phase an optimal choic
according to some cost factor, among the matches is selected.

In our approach, we include physical information in the DAG
partitioning and in the covering step. This is accomplished by fir
placing the technology independent network to capture the conn
tivity on a chip layout image. Floorplan constraints such as pin a
signment and die size can be generated and used during this
independent placement. A pair of geometrical coordinates is
signed to each vertex of the unbound network DAG after th
placement step.

3.1  Placement-Driven DAG Partitioning
Two different schemes have been proposed for DAG partitio

ing. In the first approach, implemented in DAGON [11], the DAG
of the decomposed network is partitioned at each multi-fano
node. The limitation of this approach is due to avoiding optimiza
tion across multi-fanout nodes. The second approach implemen
in MIS [12], identifies cones of logic starting from the circuit pri-
mary outputs and following all the paths along the transitive fani
to the circuit primary inputs. Although this approach tends to pa
tition the circuit into larger blocks, thus potentially increasing op
timization opportunities, it suffers from two drawbacks. The firs
problem lies in the logic duplication across the logic cones boun
aries which could be necessary to obtain a legal circuit. Second
its performance depends on the order in which the primary outp
are chosen to generate the cones of logic.

Our placement-driven DAG partitioning algorithm is outlined
in Figure 2 and is based on a Depth First Search (DFS) traver
from the circuit primary outputs (roots) to the primary input
(leaves), similar to the algorithm described in [12]. However, it di
ferentiates from that approach since partitioning at multi-fano
vertices is carried out by taking into account the physical locatio
of the corresponding base gates obtained from the tech indep
dent placement. Our partitioning is based on the following prope
ty: the father of every internal vertex is always the nearest vert
on the chip layout image according to some distance metric.

For each circuit DAG root, the procedureDAG_Partitioning()
calls the sub-procedurePlacement-Driven Partitioning(PDP)
which begins the DAG traversal starting from a root. The input
the PDP sub-procedure consists of the circuit DAG, one verte
(which is one of the roots when the procedure is initiated), and
array containing the placement coordinates for each vertex. T
DAG traversal is carried out by means of a DFS. When a mul

Cell Area
(µm2)

No. of Rows Area
Utilization%

No. of Routing
violations

SIS 126394 61 82.12 3673

DAGON 129851 61 84.37 0

Table 1.TOO_LARGE routing results
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fanout vertex is encountered, a loop on his parents is executed. The
functiondistance()uses the placement information to compute the
geometric distance between two adjacent vertices. The closest par-
ent is marked as father of the vertex under consideration, and once
the procedureDAG_Partitioning() has terminated, a father has
been assigned to each vertex. In the case of a multi-fanout vertex,
every in-edge adjacent to a parent different from the father is de-
tached, and a new vertex is connected to this edge which becomes
a new leaf of a tree. While the amount of logic duplication of our
DAG partitioning algorithm is comparable with the approach de-
scribed in [12], its performance does not depend on the order the
DAG roots are processed, but it depends only on the physical loca-
tion of the base gates on the layout image. Moreover, subject trees
which cluster vertices placed in the same neighborhood are ob-
tained by means of this DAG partitioning algorithm.

3.2  Placement-Driven Tree Covering for
Congestion Minimization

The tree covering step can be optimally solved in linear time
with the size of the tree by means of a dynamic programming algo-
rithm. This approach, originally proposed by Keutzer [11] for min-
imum area mapping, was extended by Rudell [13] for minimum
delay mapping under both constant and non-constant load, and by
Rudell [13] and Touati [14] for minimum area mapping under de-
lay constraints. However, the basic structure of the covering algo-
rithm does not significantly change, and the main difference lies in
the optimization objective expressed by the cost function. As a
consequence, by modifying the cost function, different optimiza-
tion targets can be addressed.

In our approach, while maintaining the structure of the tree cov-
ering algorithm described in [11], in order to minimize congestion
we expand the optimization objectives by including the wirelength
contribution into the cost function. Extensive efforts towards gate
area minimization yield a netlist with high fanin gates. The detri-
mental effect of high fanin gates on congestion stems from the in-
creased interconnection length, when the fanins of such gates are
placed far apart from their fanout gate. Therefore, in order to re-
duce interconnection length, fanin gates must be placed near their
fanout. This target can be achieved by including in the technology
mapping optimization objective an additional term which repre-
sents the interconnect cost of a match. Our optimization objective

consists of two figures of merit: the first one takes into account ar
(and/or delay), while the second one considers the wirelength
tween the matching gate and its fanins. To simplify our explan
tion, we refer here only to area minimization. The area-related c
is given by the area of the library cell associated to the match un
consideration, plus the area value of the coverings of the subtr
rooted at the match fanins. Such coverings are the minimum a
solutions at these rooted subtrees, according to the dynamic p
gramming principle of optimality [20]. The area cost at vertexv for
matchm,and the wire cost of its fanin interconnections are respe
tively expressed by:

, (1)

, (2)

where . The functionarea(m)returns the area
value of the library cell corresponding to matchm, while the func-
tion fanins(m,v) yields all the tree vertices corresponding to th
leaves of the pattern graph of matchm. The functionareaCost(v)
returns the cost of the minimum area cover of the subtree rooted
vertexv, which was previously computed during the bottom-up tra
versal. The functionpos(m,v)yields the position corresponding to
the center of mass on the chip layout image of the base gates c
ered by matchm,while the functionmatch(v)returns the match at
vertexv, and the function computes the distance be
tween two points, i.e., the centers of mass, in the chip layout ima

The computation of the center of mass is always based on
physical locations obtained from the initial placement of the tec
nology independent netlist. Once a match has been selected f
vertex cover, all the positions of the vertices covered by the mat
are replaced with the coordinates of their center of mass. This p
cedure allows for incremental updates in the placement of the te
nology independent netlist, when the base gates are covered b
pattern graph and replaced with the matching library cell. A simil
approach for incremental updates of the companion placemen
the unbound netlist was proposed in [9].

During each pass of the dynamic programming algorithm, f
every vertex which is a descendant of the vertex under consid
ation, an optimal match has already been found. Hence, the co
sponding center of mass for this match has already been compu
and stored. As a consequence, the functionwireCost(v)returns the
interconnect contribution between the optimal match of vertexv
and the optimal matches of its children, and is called only for ve
tices already visited during the bottom-up traversal of the coveri
algorithm. Once the optimal match for the vertex under conside
ation has been selected, and the optimal matches along with t
center of mass for all its fanins are known from previous passes,
wire cost for this match is computed and stored by: first, computin
its center of mass, and then by using Eq. (2) to compute all w
contributions between this optimal match and its fanins. Subs
quently, this value can be retrieved in constant time during the ne
passes of the algorithm. Therefore, when functionwireCost() is
called for each fanin of the match under observation, all the wir
length contributions for these matches have already been compu
and stored, and do not have to be evaluated every time the func
wireCost()is called. The wire cost of the children is thus expresse
by:

. (3)

The overall wire contribution for matchm at vertexv is ob-
tained by the functionWIRE(m,v), represented by the following ex-

procedureDAG_Partitioning ( graph DAG, array COORD )
for_eachv in DAG do

            v.father = nil;
od;
 for_eachv in DAG.roots()do

PDP ( DAG, v, COORD );
od;

procedure PDP (graph DAG, vertex v, array COORD )
      v.visited =true;

for_each e in DAG.outedges(v) do
           w = DAG.target(e);

if ( not w.visited )then
               dist =INFINITY;

for_each f in DAG.inedges(w) do
                    u = DAG.source(f);
                    this_dist =distance( COORD[u], COORD[w] );

if  ( this_dist < dist )then
                         dist = this_dist;
                         w.father = u;

fi;
od;
PDP ( DAG, w, COORD );

fi;
od;

Figure 2. Placement-Driven DAG Partitioning Algorithm

AREA m v,( ) area m( ) areaCost vi( )
vi

∑+=

WIRE1 m v,( ) dist pos m v,( ) pos match vi( ) vi,( ),( )
vi

∑=

vi fanins m v,( )∈

dist p1 p2,( )

WIRE2 m v,( ) wireCost vi( )
vi fanins m v,( )∈

∑=
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, (4)

where the first term includes the wirelength of the interconnections
between matchm and its fanins, while the second term takes into
account the wirelength contribution of each of these fanins and its
children. FunctionsAREA(m,v)andWIRE(m,v)yield two indepen-
dent figures of merit for the global minimization objective of the
tree covering algorithm, i.e., the cell area and interconnection
length respectively. Consequently, Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) can be com-
bined into a single cost function by means of the congestion mini-
mization factorK:

, (5)

where K can be set by the user in order to control the impact of con-
gestion minimization with respect to cell area minimization.

3.3  Multi-objective Optimization Trade-offs
The example shown in Figure 1 compares area minimization

and area plus congestion minimization, and provides insight into
the trade-offs which need to be considered in our congestion-aware
technology mapping methodology. The tree covering algorithm
proposed by Keutzer is optimal for minimum area mapping. The
optimality is due to the dynamic programming algorithm which
performs its choices based upon a cost function which minimizes
area. Any perturbation introduced into this basic cost function, like
the inclusion of interconnection length for congestion minimiza-
tion, yields sub-optimal solutions with respect to minimum cell ar-
ea. The solution obtained by including congestion minimization
into the optimization objectives has an area penalty, but since the
fanin gates are placed near their fanout, it has less wirelength and
is likely to improve routability. However, if the interconnect con-
tribution in the cost function given by Eq. (5) becomes large, the
area penalty might impair the beneficial effects on congestion of
our approach, since with a fixed die size, less resources are avail-
able to the router. Consequently, the circuit might only be success-
fully wired by increasing the routing space. More on this later
when we analyze our results in Section 4.

It should be noted that our approach has significant differences
with respect to the work presented in [9]. Firstly, we focus on the
problem of congestion minimization, while the approach in [9]
considers the interconnect contribution to the total area and delay
minimization. However, considering the interconnection length to
minimize the total chip area is questionable, especially when the
interconnect factor in the cost function is not carefully evaluated
and controlled. Our results in Section 4 will show that in such cases
the block area can increase significantly. Therefore, proposing to
minimize the overall layout area with a methodology where the cell
area can rapidly grow out of control seems to be dubious.

The impact of wires in the cost function depends directly on
their length, which in turn depends on initial floorplan constraints,
such as chip or block size. For our proposed methodology it is im-
portant that the size of the layout image for the technology inde-
pendent netlist placement changes as a function of the actual block
and floorplan constraints. When the size of the layout image
changes, the absolute length of the interconnections also changes,
since the technology independent netlist only consists of base gates
which essentially have the same size, i.e., inverters and two-input
NANDs. Therefore, for different chip size values, the impact of the
wire cost during technology mapping will vary. When the layout
image size for initial placement is large, then the absolute values of
the interconnection lengths may introduce a large perturbation in
the basic cost function for area minimization, thus causing a large
cell area trade-off penalty.

Even though estimation of layout area with a predictor may
yield a more accurate value for the initial layout size, in [9] there is

no correlation between the cell area and the wire cost terms of
cost function. Therefore, the methodology in [9] could produce
solution close to the minimum cell area netlist, or a solution with
large cell area penalty, with little chance of predictinga priori
which one will occur. Hence, it is not possible to estimate-- prior
to obtaining the mapped netlist --whether the chosen cost function
will yield a result that will be routable within the fixed die size con
straints. Furthermore, in [9] the wire cost includes all wirelength
required to connect all gates from the fanins of the match und
consideration, along the transitive fanins, to the primary inpu
The amount of the wire cost can thus rapidly outgrow the area v
ues of the library cells, thus introducing a large perturbation in th
area minimization objective of the cost function, and consequen
a large cell area penalty. Moreover, the wire contribution in th
cost function is not uniform, since the amount of transitive fanin
changes dramatically when the match is near the leaves, or in pr
imity of the root of the subject tree. Finally, when the sum of wire
lengths required to connect all gates from primary inputs to t
matching gate becomes large with respect to the sum of the cell
eas, then it is no longer clear what is the optimization objective
technology mapping.

Our methodology attempts to control the cell area penalty
means of the congestion minimization factor K that can be defin
by the user to drive a search for the optimal result, namely the m
imum cell area that is routable within the specified block or ch
area. In this way, solutions with an area penalty within a few pe
cent with respect to minimum cell area can be obtained. Furth
more, wire cost is limited to only the fanins of the match under co
sideration and their children, instead of all the transitive fanin
from the matching gate, to the primary inputs. Since our objecti
is to have the fanin gates placed near their fanout, considering
the transitive fanins will impair the effectiveness of our approac
as it becomes ambiguous which of the fanins taken into acco
during the evaluation of the wire contribution impact the technol
gy mapping cost function.

4  Results
The algorithms presented in Section 3 have been implemen

into a prototype technology mapping tool, which addresses all t
typical optimization objectives of the synthesis technology depe
dent phase, like area and/or delay. Additionally, this tool includ
the congestion minimization objective described in Section 3
which is user-controlled by means of the congestion minimizatio
factor K. The combinational circuits selected from the IWLS9
benchmark suite are:SPLA andPDC, whose size in terms of base
gates (NAND2s and inverters) is 22,834 and 23,058 respective
The unbound netlists are within the block size limit of 50,00
gates, reported by Sylvester and Keutzer [4], as the limit where lo
ic synthesis does not have to be drastically changed even in D
technologies. Our results show that even within this block size lim
it, wire congestion cannot be neglected. In all the experiments
used the CORELIB8DHS 2.0 cell library, theplace&routetool Sil-
icon EnsembleTM, and wiring was limited to three metal layers.

A fair evaluation of our method requires that the synthesis tec
nology independent phase must be clearly separated from tech
ogy mapping. Therefore, we always compare our technology ma
ping algorithm with DAGON (K = 0.0), which is based on heuris
tics that in general perform quite well, and always yield resul
comparable with other technology mapping algorithms.

For the circuitSPLA the die size was fixed to 207062µm2 with
an aspect ratio of one, corresponding to 71 standard cell row
Within such die dimensions, the netlist obtained with DAGON wa
unroutable (4794 routing violations reported by Silicon Ensem
leTM). Afterwards, the impact of congestion on routability wa
evaluated by assigning K values in the range from 0.0001 up to 1

WIRE m v,( ) WIRE1 m v,( ) WIRE2 m v,( )+=

COST m v,( ) AREA m v,( ) K W⋅ IRE m v,( )+=
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The results are reported in Table 2. Note that as K increases, the

perturbation introduced into the cost function (5) becomes more
and more important, area minimization becomes less effective and
the amount of active cell area increases accordingly, along with a
consistent increment in the number of library cells. Consequently,
the augmented area utilization limits the amount of available wir-
ing resources. The routability range is divided into three different
regions, as shown in Table 2. When the value of K is sufficiently
small, the impact of the congestion optimization objective in Eq.
(5) is negligible with respect to the area minimization target.
Hence, the mapped netlist does not significantly differ from the
minimum area solution, and remains unroutable. When K increas-
es, the contribution of the congestion minimization term becomes
more relevant and significantly alters the structure of the mapped
netlist. As reported in Table 2, the number of routing violations
drops to zero and the circuit becomes fully routable within the
fixed die size. After further increasing K, the impact of congestion
minimization dominates the optimization objectives, the cell area
penalty increases and yields an unroutable netlist. This benchmark
was also synthesized with SIS and mapped for minimum area,
starting from the RTL description of the circuit, in order to com-
bine the technology independent optimizations outlined in
Section 1, with technology mapping. The netlist obtained with SIS
was structurally unroutable even for larger chip area values. In fact,
with a die size of 223691µm2, corresponding to 73 rows and area
utilization of about 58%, the circuit still presented 3884 routing vi-
olations, while the netlist obtained with DAGON, was fully
routable with 72 rows.

The other important performance constraint which must be tak-
en into account during synthesis is the delay. Congestion minimi-
zation has beneficial effects on timing, since by avoiding long de-
tours around congested regions, it also decreases the total wire-
length. Therefore, Static Timing Analysis (STA) was performed to
verify the impact of our approach on delay. In all the experiments,
the mapped netlists were routed without violations with Silicon
EnsembleTM, the timing constraints were extracted from the com-
pleted layout and the static timing analyzer Prime TimeTM, by Syn-
opsys, Inc., was used. The results for the circuitSPLA are shown in
Table 3. The critical path of the netlist corresponding to K = 0.001,
which was fully routable with 71 rows as reported in Table 2, has

a smaller arrival time with respect to the netlists obtained both w
DAGON (K = 0.0) and SIS. Moreover, the same path as the critic
one in the netlist corresponding to K = 0.0 has even a substan
smaller arrival time. Therefore, while improving congestion an
routability, our approach also improves timing. This is not une
pected, since timing will generally improve, and be more predic
able, when there is less meandering of the routing. It is also wo
pointing out that the circuit obtained with our approach is routab
within a smaller total chip area, and by minimizing congestion w
also significantly reduce the total chip or logic block size, eve
with a sub-optimal cell area.

For the benchmarkPDCthe results are reported in Table 4. The
die size was fixed at 229786µm2, corresponding to 74 standard cel
rows. The impact of congestion minimization onPDC is similar to
SPLA. Within the range from K = 0.00025 to K = 0.0075 the
mapped netlist is basically routable, since both 2 and 9 routing
olations can be fixed during post-routing. However, when K
0.00075, the netlist was unroutable. In this case the impact of co
gestion minimization within the cost function did not suffice at im
proving congestion, but it should be noted that the floorplan co
straints are very tight and neither the solution obtained wi
DAGON, nor the solution generated with SIS were routable. Th
same experiments on the netlist synthesized with SIS were carr
out also onPDC, and even in this case, to fully route the circuit, th
rows had to be increased up to 77, corresponding to a chip are
248562µm2. The STA results are reported in Table 5. Although th
critical path for K = 0.0 is slightly smaller with respect to the crit
ical path obtained with K = 0.001, this netlist has not suffered an
performance degradation. In fact, in order to route the netl
mapped with DAGON, an extra row was necessary, thus augme
ing the total chip area. However, the arrival time on the critical pa
for K = 0.0 has improved in the netlist corresponding to K = 0.00
Furthermore, the structurally congested netlist synthesized w
SIS has the worst performance, both in terms of routability and d
lay.

5  Proposed Methodology
Our approach for congestion-aware technology mapping can

integrated into the traditional design flow, as shown in Figure 3.
technology independent netlist and its initial placement can be o
tained with the tools of logic synthesis and placement. The fir
mapped netlist is generated by setting K = 0.0. Subsequently, this
netlist is placed and congestion is evaluated. If the congestion m
is acceptable, then physical design can be carried out and the s
thesis is complete. If, however, for K = 0.0 the congestion map s
has highly congested regions, the congestion minimization fac
K is increased, a new mapped netlist is obtained, and congestio
re-evaluated. It is important to note that in our approach the tec
nology independent netlist and its placement are generated o
once. The computational complexity of the technology mappin
algorithm described in Section 3 is linear with the size of the tec
nology independent netlist. Hence, as discussed in Section 4
reported in Table 2 and Table 4, by increasing K it is possible to e

K Cell Area
(µm2)

No. of Cells Area
Utilization%

No. of Routing
violations

0.0 126521 7184 61.1 4794

0.0001 128205 6998 61.92 4737

0.00025 128184 7014 61.91 5307

0.0005 128356 7061 61.99 0

0.00075 128766 7135 62.19 0

0.001 129257 7203 62.42 0

0.0025 134717 7727 65.06 0

0.005 143081 8346 69.1 4805

0.0075 147435 8774 71.2 4958

0.01 149577 9017 72.24 4869

0.05 158097 10047 76.35 5867

0.1 162861 10547 78.65 7865

0.5 175346 11875 84.68 6777

1.0 176984 12060 85.47 8893

Table 2.SPLA congestion minimization vs. place&route
results

K Critical Path
Arrival Time (nsec)

Comparison with
critical path K = 0.0

Chip Area (µm2)
No. of rows

0.0 iJ0J(in) oJ23J(out)
17.85

iJ0J(in) oJ23J(out)
17.85

217678
72

0.001 iJ0J(in) oJ16J(out)
17.43

iJ0J(in) oJ23J(out)
17.06

207062
71

SIS iJ0J(in) oJ44J(out)
18.57

iJ0J(in) oJ23J(out)
17.98

231015
75

Table 3.SPLA static timing analysis results
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ficiently generate netlists which are structurally more routable.
When the congestion map indicates that a netlist is within the
routability region, such netlist is placed and routed. If after the
physical design step the circuit is still unroutable, then a new
mapped netlist can be efficiently obtained by further increasing K.
However, if by increasing K the congestion does not improve, but
eventually it begins to get worse as a result of the cell area penalty,

the circuit is not routable within the fixed die size and metal layer
and further steps of detailedplace&route, which are always com-
putationally very expensive, can thus be avoided. At this point, e
ther floorplan constraints are relaxed, by introducing more wirin
resources, or the high level description is changed and the circ
resynthesized.

Once the impact of congestion minimization within the cos
function (5) has been understood, since the computational co
plexity of technology mapping is far less then synthesizing a circu
from its high level description, designers may use our methodo
gy, and by increasing K, efficiently generate solutions which a
potentially less congested. Afterwards, congestion can be quic
evaluated, since obtaining a congestion map based on global pla
ment and coarse routing is less costly then executing the deta
place&routestep. When the designer is satisfied with the conge
tion map, and congestion is uniformly distributed across the ch
then the final placement and routing can be executed.

From the results of this work we conclude thata priori estima-
tion of a range of K values, which yield routable netlists, it is no
possible, since congestion not only depends on the structure of
netlist, but it also depends on the available routing resources, i
the die size and the metal layers available. From all the expe
ments we have carried out, in order to effectively exploit our a
proach, empirical results show that the area penalty obtained by
creasing K should be kept within a few percent of the minimu
area solution.

6  Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the impact of congestion on blo

size for logic synthesis, and have proposed a new approach for c
gestion minimization during technology mapping. Our technolog
mapping algorithm has been integrated in a novel methodology
congestion-aware logic synthesis which expands the traditional
sign flow. We have shown that traditional logic synthesis focuse
on area minimization may yield structurally unroutable circuits an
hence produce larger logic block areas due to routing congesti
We have further demonstrated that by minimizing congestion w
also obtain an improvement on timing. The trade-offs between c
area and congestion minimization have been discussed in de
While the proposed methodology is of a somewhat pragmatic f
vor, we believe that other attempts at controlling congestion duri
synthesis would prove to be successful only in a random, unp
dictable way, due to the nature of models for congestion, and
behavior of multi-objective cost functions during synthesis.
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